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SAFE AIR FoR A SAFE WoRk ENvIRoNmENt

the Gold Series® cartridge dust and fume collector combines enhanced performance 
with ease of service while cleaning the work environment of irritating dust and fumes.

RubbeR GRindinG
              FARR Application Focus on

Rubber grinding applications pose multiple 
challenges for industrial dust collectors. oils in 
the rubber are typically the biggest problem. 
In horizontal cartridge collectors, the filters get 
saturated and the pleats fail. Heat is also an 
issue as hot pieces of materials can lay into 
the horizontal cartridges and burn the filter 
media. Rubber grinding dust has an explosive 
nature, and there are also hazards having to 
do with the hydrocarbons being released.

GS12SQ With Platform on Rubber Grinding

Farr APC is a proud member 
of the Camfil Farr family.



Rubber Automotive Belt and tire Grinding Installation

Farr APC is a proud member of the Camfil Farr family.

Additional APC offices and factories in Laval, Canada 
[450-629-3030], manchester, England [44 (0) 1706-238-000] and 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia [6-03-8023-8250]

800-479-6801
www.farrapc.com

870-933-8048 Jonesboro, AR
email: filterman@farrapc.com

Clean Air

Key benefits:
High filtration efficiency• 
Excellent energy performance• 
Long element life• 

Gold Cone™ Cartridge
Camfil Farr HemiPleat® cartridges have an expanded capacity due to the patented inner Gold Conetm. this inner 
cone increases media area and provides uniform dispersion of back-pulsed air.  It also opens up more useable 
space for air flow in the filter.

The Gold Series® offers the best solution for dust and fume collection in rubber 
grinding applications. With its vertical cartridge design, oil is not prone to soak the 
media. Vertical, wide pleats allow easier discharge of both fine rubber dust and large 
rubber particles. The Gold Series® offers an optional spark trap inlet design and 
explosion vents. HemiPleat® High Efficiency (HE) filters capture the smoke associated 
with the rubber grinding process.

FARR Application Focus on Rubber Grinding

Find out today why the Gold Series® 
is praised as the ultimate choice for a 
clean workplace.

Rubber Grinding Application Focus Users
Dayco
B&D Rollers for D. Corporation
Surbilite Inc.
Granutech Saturn Systems Corporation
Tire Terminators


